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filled (about a fair-sized hot-water can), and this was the private
reserve for washing and drinking. It is wonderful what can be
done with it, and to use a full basin of water for the washing of
hands and then throw it away seems even to-day wicked waste;
the Stewardess was given a double supply, and found it more than
necessary. A new form of philanthropy came into play, when
one member might be overheard saying to another, "Can I let
you have some of my savings, I am really quite well off," the
savings being aqua pura* When rain came every available utensil.
was utilised to catch it, and we all suddenly became millionaires.
It must be borne in mind that for many things, such as bathing
and scrubbing down, there was an unlimited supply of salt water,
and a '* salt-water soap " proved a great success.
When the household duties were over for the time being, the
favourite resort, if the weather was bad or very hot, was in the
deck-house, otherwise it was the after end or poop of the ship.
This space, which was that above the chart-room, and of course
the place of the helm, was raised as in old-fashioned ships, so
that it was almost always dry even if the waist of the ship was
slightly awash. There was no need, nor indeed space, for chairs;
cushions on the deck made satisfactory seats with the steering-
gear casing for a back, or in stormy weather on the top of the
box, with arope to cling to if necessary. The position had to
be changed of course from time to time if the vessel went over on
the other tack,
A certain amount of writing and reading was accomplished,
but not so much as had been expected, for any considerable
roll made them a strain on the eyesight; a monumental piece
of embroidery, which was to have commemorated the voyage,
was brought back practically untouched. Even when no fixed
occupation was possible the hours evaporated marvellously, and
for the first time on a voyage it was a pleasure to see the hands
of tfee dtock put back. There was usually something to observe
4JDing oa on deck, und the speed at which the vessel was travel-
ling was'a perennial source of interest: four rifles an hour was
fair, sk was good, and anything over, eight was excitiaig. The
speed was checked every watch by means of the patent log, a
iBeeh&ricai screw which trailed behind tke vessel aad whose
erototkmsregistered its rapidity; its reckoning, however, became
msre tfaaa oace somewhat surprising, owing to the sharks which

